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Dear Parents and Carers 

I hope that you and your families are all keeping well and safe. Thank you 

so much to all of our families for your kind support throughout these                 

unprecedented times. Staff are now exceptionally busy preparing for all           

children’s return in September and we are very excited to welcome the           

children back. 

 

The children who have attended the centre during the summer term have been amazing and 

adapted to the new way of working incredibly quickly. I would also like to take this opportunity to 

thank the staff for their complete devotion and commitment to the  children’s welfare and   

learning throughout this time.  

 

Arrangements in the Autumn term will be different but we’re confident that the children will 

quickly adapt to this. Our main concern will always be the children’s safety and wellbeing and to 

ensure that they enjoy coming to the centre to play and learn in the company of their friends. 

 

We wish all the children who are leaving the centre to start in their new school in      

September all the very best. Equally, we’re also pleased to see children  staying on 

over the summer holiday period. 

 

We also sadly say farewell to Tina, Alison and Mel. Tina’s term as interim head of centre is coming 

to an end as we welcome back Emma from maternity leave as substantive head of centre. Alison 

is taking early retirement after 24 years’ loyal service at the centre and we wish her a long and 

well-earned retirement. Mel is moving on to a new role in an advisory capacity to a group of 

nurseries.   We will miss them and wish them all the best and thank them for everything they 

have done for the centre and children during their time here. 

 

With best wishes for a safe and restful summer holiday. 

 

Susanne Ottens 

Executive Headteacher 



 

 Update from Rabbits  

June has been a very busy month welcoming new children to the Rabbits room as well as 
welcoming back our children we haven’t seen since before the lockdown.  

 

Since returning, Rabbits have been very busy out in the garden.  

The children have had great fun learning about our plants and exploring their                       
environment.    

They have been harvesting the vegetables form the allotments and washing them ready to 
make homemade vegetable soup.  

 

The children had enjoyed digging in the dirt with their spades and were very interested in 
the vegetables they were digging out. 

 

We collected the vegetables together and the children enjoyed washing the vegetables 
ready to chop and make soup. The children demonstrated motor skills in chopping the  
vegetables, high levels of concentration and the ability to follow instructions. 

 

The children were able to enjoy the soup that they had made for their snack. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Rabbits Team 

 

 

 

 

 



 

As we continue to explore the new normal, children have proven themselves to be resilient 
and have embraced the new ways of doing certain things and exploring their environment.    
As the summer continues we will be encouraging them to explore the outdoor space and 
are planning to harvest some of the produce that Helen our volunteer gardener has so 
kindly nurtured for us in the allotment.  

 

Following the interests shown by the children our focus for the past weeks has been on 
providing opportunities for children to play in small groups and providing activities which 
enable them to cooperate and interact together, these include lotto games, planting,      
story-telling, music and movement and singing action songs. 

 

We are all enjoying the warmer weather and will be continuing to make the most of our 
fantastic outdoor spaces. Where possible both our planned and spontaneous  
activities will take place outside to make the most of the Summer sunshine! 
With this in mind please ensure your child has a named sun hat in 
their bag and labelled sun cream (if not requested nursery         
sun cream) for us to apply prior to going  outside.  

 

We hope those of you who will be finishing for the Summer holiday have a lovely break and 
we look forward to spending a fun filled Summer with those who will be continuing to 
attend. 

 

If you have any questions, comments or concerns please talk to a member of the team who 
will be more than happy to speak with you. 

 

 

Best wishes  

Hedgehogs Team 

 

 

 

 

Update from Hedgehogs  



Update from Badgers and Foxes  

In the last few weeks Badgers have been exploring cause and effect:  We watched our            

caterpillars build their chrysalids, then turn into butterflies which we released once they were 

strong enough.  While we were waiting for them to become stronger we made some               

beautiful butterfly pictures.    

We also  explored cause and effect it through cooking activities in the woods and various           

experiments. We started by creating our own mini volcano into which we added vinegar, food 

colouring and baking soda. We found that the ingredients added reacted together to cause 

bubbles that poured out of the top of the  volcano we created. We next did an experiment 

with coca cola and mints. The mints reacted with the cola and caused a spout of foam to 

shoot out of the top which we thought was really exciting!   

We have also investigated yeast both in a foam making experiment and by using it in bread.  

We watched the rolls we made grow in size as the yeast created bubbles that ‘blew’ up the 

rolls! In the woods over the fires we have helped to build by collecting the sticks,  we have 

made toast, cooked sausages as well as made eggy bread.   We are planning on ending the 

term by making hot chocolate to drink.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Update from Badgers and Foxes  

 

In foxes base we have been very busy.  During the hot weather Ginny brought in her sprinkler 
and the children had great fun in running through it!   

We have been talking about  everything around us being different sizes,  we sorted objects 
that were big and little, we have also been busy measuring each other using a tape measure. 
We have also been testing  objects from the nursery to see if they are heavy or light and what 
would happen if we put them into the water tray, did you know that a shell can float and sink 
depending on which way you put them into the water! 

 

We have shown an interest in skeletons and bones, we looked at x-rays and observed the 
different bones in our body, we also made a skeleton and discussed all the different bones we 
have under our skin.  In  the woods and we have been busy cooking potatoes, Eggy bread, 
toast and popcorn, we have also made dens using large branches and old material, we have 
found sticks and leaves to paint with and looked for bugs, some of the children built a        
pretend fire in the playground.   

We have worked together in playing team games, the egg and spoon was the trickiest as the 
Egg kept on rolling off the spoon!  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Foxes and Badgers Team 



 

The lovely summer weather has helped the garden and we now have lots of delicious, fresh 

produce for the children to enjoy. Some of the things that we have grown and are now being 

eaten include: 

News from the Garden 

There are lots more still to come as well! It is lovely to see the children back enjoying the 
great outdoors and learning where their food comes from.  
As always it would be great to hear from anyone who wants to get involved in helping in the 
garden. It is very rewarding and just a little bit of time can make a huge difference.  
Just let the office know you are interested and I will be in touch. 
Have a relaxing summer break. 
 
Helen, Volunteer Gardener 



Please like our Hardmoor Early Years Centre  Facebook and Instagram pages.                                                 
Also review us on Daynurseries.co.uk 

We try to ensure that as well as providing you with information from the Centre, we pass on  Information 
that is interesting and informative to parents. Feel free to share our posts!  

 

 

 

 

 

2020 

 

 Friday 17 July  — Last Day of Term (term time children only) 

 

 Monday 20 July  —Inset Day (centre closed for all children) Staff Training 

 

 Monday 31 August —Bank Holiday (Centre closed all Children) 

 

  Thursday 3 September  — Start of Autumn Term—(term time children) 

 

 

 

Dates for your Diary 

Inset Days  
Centre closed to all Children for staff training 

 

Monday 20 July 2020 

https://www.daynurseries.co.uk/   

https://www.instagram.com/hardmoor_early_years_centre  https://www.facebook.com/HardmoorEYC  

We are delighted that for the second year running we are named as 
one of the top three nurseries in Southampton 
on threebestrated.co.uk                

https://www.daynurseries.co.uk/
https://www.instagram.com/hardmoor_early_years_centre
https://www.facebook.com/HardmoorEYC
http://threebestrated.co.uk/

